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Introduction
West Midlands Ambulance Service annually holds Equality Delivery System 2 events both
internally and externally. Internally we ask staff to grade the Trust against 6 outcomes which relate
directly to them. Externally we ask our communities, partners and other agencies we work with to
grade the Trust performance against 18 prescribed outcomes. The 18 outcomes are set into 4
goals which all NHS Trusts will be working towards. These are:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Better Health Outcomes for all
Improved patient access & experience
Empowered, engaged & well supported staff
Inclusive leadership at all levels

WMAS will work with other NHS Trust and community groups over the next year to implement the
suggested EDS2 outcomes to improve the service we provide, taking into consideration the
diversity of our patients and staff. In relation to our staff, we aim to provide a working environment
where staff are free from discrimination, bullying and harassment whilst meeting the requirements
of the Equality Act 2010.

EDS2 Events
Two EDS2 events were held in December
2017, one being for staff and the other for
communities and partners.
The Staff event covered element 3 empowered, engaged and well supported staff,
incorporating:
•
•
•
•
•

Recruitment and Selection
Development
Equal pay
Bullying & Harassment
Flexible working.

The Community and partners event covered all 4 goals and 18 prescribed outcomes. This event is
very intense due to the volume of presentations that have to be graded. The events provided the
opportunity for staff, communities and partners to be able to question our practices and progress
over the previous year and to make suggestions on how we can improve and to be able to grade
the Trust accordingly.
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The EDS2 rating system underpinned by a substantial number of factors which need to be
evidenced to achieve one of the four ratings.
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The Trust was represented at senior level by the CEO Dr Anthony Marsh, the Chairman Sir
Graham Meldrum, Directors and Non-Executive Directors.

Each prescribed outcome is presented by a speaker to the audience who will then discuss their
views with a facilitator prior to making a decision on the grading and make suggestions to enable
improvement.
The gradings are as follows:

Goals

EDS OUTCOME 1: Better health outcomes for all
1.1

Services are commissioned, procured, designed and delivered to meet the health
needs of local communities.

1.2 Patients Health needs are assessed and met in appropriate and effective ways.
Transitions from one service to another, for people on care pathways, are made
smoothly with everyone well informed.
Patients safety is prioritised and they are free from mistakes, mistreatment and
1.4
abuse
1.5 Health promotion services reach and benefit all local communities
1.3

1.1 Services are commissioned, procured, designed and delivered
to meet the health needs of local communities
Contract 2016/17 SC13 Equity of Access, Equality and Non-Discrimination
The Parties must not discriminate between or against Service Users, Carers or Legal Guardians
on the grounds of age, disability, gender reassignment, marriage or civil partnership, pregnancy or
maternity, race, religion or belief, sex, sexual orientation, or any other non-medical characteristics,
except as permitted by law.
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The Provider must provide appropriate assistance and make reasonable adjustments for Service
Users, Carers and Legal Guardians who do not speak, read or write English or who have
communication difficulties (including hearing, oral or learning impairments). The Provider must
carry out an annual audit of its compliance with this obligation and must demonstrate at Review
Meetings the extent to which Service improvements have been made as a result.

The Provider must
•
•

Implement EDS2;
Implement the Workforce Race Equality Standard [WRES] and submit an annual report to
the coordinating Commissioner on its progress in implementing that standard and its action
plan.

Commissioning Strategy 2017 to 2019
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The strategy recognises diversity
Meeting the needs of everyone by taking into
consideration individual needs
Listen and respond to carers and staff
Provide equality of opportunity and celebrate
diversity & inclusion
Working with Health & Well-being Boards
Working with Healthwatch
Specific objective: The Equality Delivery System – working to achieve excellence for all our
patient groups.

Meeting patients needs:
•

The Trust has 5 Directory of Service (DOS) Leads covering different geographical areas.
These leads will be looking at the geographical area they manage, the population that we
serve and the alterative pathways available to them.

Monitoring
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•

Friends and Family Test are regularly undertaken
Complaints are recorded and investigated
Incidents are recorded and lessons learned shared with staff
Unannounced Visits and arranged visits
Staff feedback and Staff Survey
Quality Account
CQC – “Outstanding” grading
Performance and improvement is reviewed internally on a Quarterly basis at the
Governance Committee
Commissioner’s Monthly Quality Committee.
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

You told us 1.1:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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•

Positive information, Outstanding CQC
result seems to be supported
5 DOS excellent, but resource intensive,
but what is one usage?
No evidence of not achieving this
Personal experiences faultless
Excelling
There will always be areas that can be
done better
Does the CCCT Contact meet the needs of the community?
Compliments versus complaint numbers
Use of patient stories
Use of EDS2 contractually is a good thing
How do we assess health needs of the community?
As a service provider we have a monopoly
On target, CQC outstanding (18 months ago assessed)
Good feedback about WMAS, but shouldn’t be complacent. There will always be some
people that are not happy.
PTS feedback from more ‘regular’ patients
Friends & Family Test being low need to capture better
How are the positives contractually right?
Funding – most cost effective in the country
Cost per incident
Care – different avenues – different experiences
Cumulative buildup of pressured work
How to engage Health Watch and which ones specifically
Internal governance – composition & reference
Public need to be more informed
Language we use
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•

You Suggested

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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•
•
•

Find a way of engagement with patients
Didn’t have enough specific information about one specific
topic
Always evidenced existence
We identify needs, but do we serve?
Do more to educate the public about how the service should be
used
Involve schools in education
Collaborations with hospitals and patients going home – ambulance service supporting this
Communication between acutes and ambulance (service)
Anything that could be done differently with emergency services
More patient surveys /Service users panel
Listen and learn from patient stories
Improve information about how people can either make a complaint or give positive
feedback. More leaflets available as to how to feedback experiences
Focus on improving Friends & Family Test – work in conjunction with Health Watch
PTS focus from CQC report, addressing CQC actions – continue to develop
Increase in response (from) Friends & Family Test. Do it in different formats - text, online,
not just paper
Engaging stakeholders – talking to patients on a regular basis – support and monitoring
Guidance – Equitable access? Evidence – No.
Guidance – Language ability – No, BLS Support, Communication key
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•
•

1.2
1.3
1.4
1.5

Patients Health needs are assessed and met in appropriate and
effective ways
Transitions from one service to another, for people on care pathways,
are made smoothly with everyone well-informed
Patients safety is prioritised and they are free from mistakes,
mistreatment and abuse
Health promotion services reach and benefit all local communities

During 2016/17 the Trust achieved this through;
Education and training:
• Working with Higher Education Institutions i.e.
universities
• Trust Mandatory training, virtual learning and Continuous
Professional Development [CPD] for all staff
• Published articles in clinical journals and commitment to research
• Clinical Supervision
• Monitoring and Audit
• Analysis and learning to inform all of the above through the Learning Review Group
• Regular Health promotions via social media e.g Sepsis Campaign.
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Making Every Contact Count (MECC):
• MECC Education is a key part of the programme delivered to the
Clinical Mentor Team, on an annual basis
• Health promotion, WMAS is in regular contact with NHS England
in relation to the delivery of the NHS Health Workforce
Programme, of which we are currently in year 2 of which there
are only six selected Trusts/organisations
• The Trust is committed to engaging with as wide a public as
possible through its use of social media with the following examples;

What the Trust will continue to do in 2017/18:
•
•
•

Improved targeted mandatory training clinically steered from learning
Community First Responders providing CPR training in schools
Continued sharing of health needs information with Public Health and the Public

You told us: (1.2– 1.5)

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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•

Surprised patient safety is prioritized. Should be laid out differently
(1.2)
Good health promotion on social media, but we need more to be
done.
Are we hitting the correct groups, great but where is the evidence?
Does the older population see all this on social media?
Message needs to get to the older population. What can be done to facilitate this?
Not enough detail.
Lack of appropriate referrals.
Peer group discussion (1.2)
Discussion around DNAR (1.2)
What percentage of call outs are not necessary? (1.2)
What percentage still taken to hospital?
Pathways of care – the discharge process is not clear. (1.3)
Mistakes do happen. Honesty is important (1.4)
Good public health messaging (Facebook, Twitter)
Good options for continued training and upskilling
Excellent job in upskilling workforce!
If we see hazards in patient’s homes, is this information fed back? Who has ownership for
solving these problems?
Social media use positive – not you/me = us
Engagement good with different uses of media (Facebook specific site)
What more they can do? (1.5)
Proactive (1.5)
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You suggested (1.2– 1.5)

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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•
•
•
•

Money used to create posters to access certain areas
Fridge magnets with details about stroke
Mental Health handbook
We need to work on our health promotion.
Use MECC (Making Every Contact Count) as a focus for
unnecessary call out (1.1)
Look at yearly scenario training re: DNAR (1.2)
Link from GP to ambulance needed (1.3)
EPR now integrated with other services (1.3)
Work more with younger generations via social media
platforms i.e. Instagram/Snapchat and in schools
Work with organization that work with target audiences i.e. Age UK
Focus more on those with different language needs/learning difficulties
Provide measures of effectiveness of promoting health campaigns
Community engagement vehicle, Community engagement events - schools
Have a central service for safeguarding process
Open & honest ER54 reporting process
Provide measure of effectiveness of promoting health campaigns
DOS – how other agencies access (STPs)
EPRF transfer into other sectors of healthcare supporting agencies & link to social care
Evidence of how a situation is managed appropriately (1.3 most important)
DOS (Directory of Services) or ACPs (Advanced care Practitioners) – develop into E-PRF –
more input/guidance allowing
ER54 reporting
Safeguarding process – central service
Widely share best practice & passing information with others
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Better Health Outcomes Gradings 2017
Grading

Better Health
Outcomes

1.1

Services are commissioned, procured,
designed and delivered to meet the health
needs of local communities.

Achieving

1.2

Individual people’s health needs are
assessed and met in appropriate and
effective ways.

Achieving

1.3

Transitions from one service to another,
for people on care pathways, are made
smoothly with everyone well-informed.

Achieving

1.4

When people use the NHS services their
safety is prioritised and they are free from
mistakes, mistreatment and abuse.

Achieving

1.5

Screening, vaccination and other health
promotion services reach and benefit all
local communities.

Achieving

10

Number Description of Outcome
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Outcome

EDS OUTCOME 2: Improved Patient access and experience
2.1
2.2
2.3
2.4

People can readily access services and should not be denied access on
unreasonable grounds
People are informed and supported to be as involved as they wish to be in
decisions about their care
People report positive experiences of the NHS
People’s complaints about service are handled respectively and efficiently

2.1 People can readily access services and should not be denied access on
unreasonable grounds
2.2 People are informed and supported to be as involved as they wish to be in
decisions about their care.
During 2016/17 the Trust achieved this through:
•
•
•

Involving patients, relatives and carers in decision making about care plans wherever
possible.
Working in partnership with local services to ensure care pathways meet the needs of the
local community safely and effectively.
Monitoring and audit of pathways of care

Mental Health Triage Service:
Development of a joint initiative to provide safe and effective
care in the right place and time for patients with urgent mental
health needs combining WMAS, Police and a mental health
nurse on a car to enable timely intervention and treatment.
What the Trust aims to achieve during 2016/17:
• Increased engagement with rural communities
• Continued sharing of information on service provision through publications, social media
and engagement events
• Continued working with Commissioners and other Services to deliver best care for
communities

41,361

See and Treat

338,765

Conveyed Patients

597,319
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999 Service and what you can expect:
You will always receive help, whether that is telephone advice or face to face assistance;

How we learn from issues, for example
You said

We did

Non-emergency ambulance staff were
parking inappropriately.

We sent a reminder to all staff through the weekly
briefing that they should be mindful when parking.

There was a lack of updates and
openness when hospital appointments
are cancelled due to Patient Transport
Services delay.

Staff managing calls have been reminded to
communicate with patients about delays. To be
honest about the reasons why the appointment has
been cancelled e.g. the hospital has cancelled the
appointment because we could not get the patient
to their appointment on time

Crews needed a better explanation of
Pseudo-seizures

An article was published in the weekly briefing
explaining non-epileptic seizures, treatment and a
medical reference for crews to be able to update
their knowledge base.

Key safe details were not available to
999 crews resulting in delays getting to
patients.

Key safe details shared with us are saved to the
Computer Aided Dispatch (CAD) System for future
information for crews.

Crews were not always clear regarding
‘do not attempt CPR forms and whether
photocopies were acceptable.

Information was shared with all staff via an article in
our weekly publication. The article explained that
whilst the photocopying of DNACPR forms is not
ideal, on occasions it is necessitated and legal.

Best practice:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Internal Key Performance Indicators
A dedicated experienced trained team
We are open and honest and will advise if we have made a mistake
To date the complaints independently reviewed have been investigated appropriately
Trends and Themes discussed at our learning review group
A number of avenues for patients to raise concerns, complaints and compliments.

Continue promotion of Patient Experience through patient engagement and social media
Continue to learn from Patient Experience, sharing learning with Staff
Promotion of Friends and Family Test.
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Areas that will be continued in 17/18:

You told us: (2.1 – 2.2)

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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•
•

Preventative information, e.g. sepsis, fall preventions (2.1)
School CPR (2.1)
Amount of calls for slips, trips and (falls) calls (2.1)
Social media to promote positive health information (2.1)
Not enough good partnership working
Development needs required
What percentage of people do we take to hospital “just in case”?
We know there are problems but is this very biased?
Needs to be more comparisons
Numbers & statistics
Difficult to grade based on evidence. Views of patients are subjective to how involved they
are and what their needs are.
Public use of NHS services are not always appropriate
Training to do that, crews discussed options – discussion around DOS and walk in centres.
Patients are involved.
Evidence is light
Now attendance of meetings and how does this impact on service delivery?
Hear and Treat/See and Treat – are there any statistics to show what happened to patients
after (treatment). Are they repeat callers?
Doing a fantastic job working within budgets that are set
Mental Health care is fantastic. Mental Health triage car – We are working proactively to
support people with mental health issues. A&E isn’t the right answer. There needs to be
better care packages/support systems in place. Capacity/resources/Mental Health car
Ensuring the first resource is the right resource
Website/internet/social media
Technology use to locate job
Patient treated most appropriately/in the right place
Paramedic on every vehicle
Virtual consultation
Involved through social media, regular updates (for) good, roadworks, accidents (and)
engagement.
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You suggested: (2.1 – 2.2)

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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•

Prevention information sessions working in local communities
e.g. park active groups
If we see hazards in patient’s homes who do we feed this
information back (to)? Who has ownership for solving these
problems? (2.1)
Followed referral would give more belief
WMAS should’ve given evidence and analysis, but a
comparison of target figures
Have we met expectations? There’s nothing to substantiate figures.
Training - Mental Health car recordings might assist in more vehicles
Look at other sources of finance to fund mental health car i.e. global, national corporate
good for PR for those companies that support
Talk to commissioners to try to introduce mental health care across the region
Working in partnership with local health providers to understand better access routes to
mental health support
Engaging those without social media – useful newsletter
Variety of education – means an inclusive/accessible service for all
Is there an accessible information standard? NHS England, what are we doing?
Linking in with community/voluntary sectors via newsletter – get list of groups and cascade
to understand needs
Need to get across the boldness of Hear & Treat/See & Treat, Mental Health
Communities/Voluntary sectors receive newsletter – mailing relevant to needs, i.e. larger
print.
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•

2.3 Patients report positive experiences of the NHS

BBC Series ‘Ambulance’
Ambulance’ gave the public an insight into emergency cases we attend
over five million people watched the series, we had a number of
comments an example:
Watching your TV Programme ‘Ambulance’ has compelled me to write to
you. Each week as I witness the work that you all do, I feel such
admiration and gratitude. Your compassion, professionalism and caring
when facing such challenging, sometimes heart-breaking situations, is
truly inspirational and I have total respect for you all.
I have suffered a lifelong mental health illness so to see the kind, caring
way that your patients with this dreadful condition are cared for is heartwarming to me. I am so fortunate and grateful that I have the support of
the community Mental Health Team. Please may I ask you to thank each
and every member of your team on my behalf.
These are the things we are currently doing:
•
•
•

Increased engagement with rural communities
Continued sharing of information on service provision through publications, social
media and engagement events
Continued working with Commissioners and other Services to deliver the best care for
communities

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Needs more engagement
Why are there so few numbers of people engaging (note –
please press 1 to stay in the line - hold for compliment???)
Compliments are good
People are far more likely to complain than compliment
What is the response levels for Friends & Family Test?
Continued community engagement
Good – commendations are conveyed to staff
Two way dialogue between community & appointed governors
Linking with grass-roots organisations
Don’t think the questions of Friends & Family Test are very good
Ambulance is part of a wider patient journey. Sometimes positive feedback can be lost if
they then go onto have a poor experience at hospital.
If leaflets are in the back of the ambulance how do we get them to families who travel
separately?
Good reaction – sign of getting lives back after traumatic event
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You told us: (2.3)

•

Evidence of feedback received from different forms

You suggested: (2.3)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Service needs to be asking question(s)
Maybe an idea to have an event similar to today for residents
(members of the community) that have recently used the ambulance
service
Most people do not like surveys. Keep them simple and people will
be more likely to answer
Look at text message system to get feedback 24 hours after contact
at low level calls as a pilot
Look at simple leaflet/credit card size. Look at iPad (app?) on ambulance with survey
Increase giving out of PALS leaflets, give Friends & Family Test leaflet to every patient
Improve wording of questions in Friends & Family Test. Is this available in large print?
Can you do PALS feedback via social media – an online questionnaire?
Free prize draw/incentive to complete Friends & Family Test.

2.4 People’s complaints about services are handled respectfully and efficiently
Current Measures
•
•
•
•
•
•

An appropriate investigation undertaken
Dedicated Clinical Standards Managers to deal with clinical
concerns
A dedicated Clinical Manager available to deal with clinical
complaints on the spot
Complaint’s closed within the national guidelines timeframe -6
month (WMAS 25 working days)
An open and honest response
Additional training provided to managers

Trends and Themes 2016/17:
125

Clinical Treatment

111

Professional Conduct attitude &
Conduct

77
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Response timeliness
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Top three reasons:

Trends and Themes 2016/17
•
•
•
•

PTS – 1 Complaint for every
EOC– 1 Complaint for every
E&U – 1 Complaint for every
36.6% of complaints upheld
• 1 complaint to 3.5 compliments

7,425 Non-Emergency Patient Journeys
15,452 Emergency calls
5,075 Emergency Incidents

Complaint Handling:
•
•

34 responses to the complaint handling questionnaire:
15 people felt that they were treated differently after raising a
complaint, example comments:
❖ Treated with more respect
❖ Mistakes have been rectified
❖ Ambulance came right away. Staff very efficient

External Review
•

9 cases independently reviewed by the ombudsman and all
found to have been investigated appropriately (not upheld)

Complaints
50

45
40

40

38
31

30
20

34

23

23

May

June

34 39

35

34
24

19

36

30

39
31

30

30

30
21

25

24

18

10

July

August

2015-2016
2016-2017
September October November December

January

February

March

17

April
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What we achieved in 2016/17
•
•
•
•

Friends and Family Test from April 2016
An increase in Compliments – 4% - equates to:
➢ 1:13,992 Patient Transport Service contracts
➢ 1:1,729 Emergency ‘999’ contacts
Continued feedback via Patient Opinion
Targeted Patient Transport Service survey

Friends and Family Test:

18

Predominately on both surveys patients would Extremely Likely or Likely recommend the
service
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•
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Examples of compliments;

Continuing to work towards:
•
•
•
•

Continued promotion of the Friends and Family Test and our patient survey
Continue with Engagement Events during 2017/18 (building on engagement already
undertaken)
Awareness training to Trust Operations Managers on complaint and concern handling
Public and Appointed Governors to engage within their community and feedback

You told us: (2.4)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Best presentation so far as it is coherent and displays facts
Other feedback should be collected as informal complaint
perhaps
Quite efficient. Very positive information. Good step to have
clinical manager in team
Complaint with the average expectations. Most organisations go
above the legislation/minimum requirements. We live in a
compensation culture
Pleasing that issues are resolved quickly. Communicate in a positive way
Time limit is not as critical. Move focus on maintaining communication. Complainant
shouldn’t have to chase.
BME/gender/race – Is this factored into the complaints procedure?
Good that compliments are shared with staff. It gives them a buzz.
In an emergency situation people are focused on health of their loved ones complaint might
not be a priority
Policy in place – Ombudsman evidence – handle appropriately. External review of function
– how it comes about
Mandatory training link around themes in patient feedback
Complaints analysis – broken down to specific areas
PALS - writing – a number of forms
Example who, what meetings attending – KPIs. Feedback in Health Watch – quarterly
reports
Lessons learned – negative but promote positive. Defensive – just as much compliments –
feedback

You suggested: (2.4)
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Able to communicate without turning into a complaint
Timing – when emotive is the outcome different
Maintain regular communication with complainant – add value.
Clinical incident – self reporting mechanism
Promote ways to provide positive feedback – via the link
Focus on PTS feedback more
Lay member of Learning Review Group
Card to every patient detailing PALS opportunity/avenues
Tell more of the story. How linking back to the patient > what doing
Invite groups to WMAS, Bigger Picture, Patients to come to open day/Term it as feedback
Page
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Improved patient access and experience Gradings
2017
Outcome 2

Number Description of outcome

Grading

Improved patient
access and
experience

2.1

People, carers and communities can
readily access hospital, community health
or primary care services and should not be
denied access on unreasonable grounds.

Achieving

2.2

People are informed and supported to be
as involved as they wish to be in decisions
about their care.

Achieving

2.3

People report positive experiences of the
NHS

Achieving

2.4

People complaints about services are
handled respectively and efficiently.

Achieving/Excelling

EDS OUTCOME 3 Empowered, Engaged & Well Supported Staff

EDS OUTCOME 3: Empowered, engaged & well supported staff

3.3
3.4
3.5
3.6
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3.2

Fair NHS recruitment and selection process leads to a more representative
workforce at all levels
The NHS is committed to equal pay for work of equal value and expects employers
to use equal pay audits to help fulfil their legal obligations
Training and development opportunities are taken up and positively evaluated by
all staff
When at work staff are free from abuse, harassment, bullying and violence from
any source
Flexible work options are available to all staff consistent with the needs of the
service and the way people lead their lives
Staff report positive experiences of their membership of the workforce
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3.1

3.1 Fair NHS recruitment and selection processes lead to a more
representative workforce at all levels
Best practice already in place;

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
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•

Use of national NHS Jobs e-system- Standard email
responses
Ease of access for applicants to check the status of
any applications
Ability to provide feedback on the process
Revised Internet Website
Standardised questions for each role regularly
reviewed and updated
Trained interview panels
Values based recruitment and Unconscious Bias
Training
Shortlisting on essential criteria within the job
description
Regular review of applicant feedback via NHS Jobs
Dyslexia support for assessments
➢ Separate rooms
➢ Scribes
➢ Coloured paper
Feedback available on request
Individual review of reasonable adjustments that can be accommodated within the
workplace
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•

Some statistics for you
Since the broadcasting of
shows such as
‘Ambulance’ and ‘999:
On the Front Line’
interest in operational
roles has increased by
33%

Page
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Applicant
feedback for the
last year has
been
consistently
higher than the
NHS Employer
average

Good news stories…
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Appointed Recruitment Engagement Officer – Daniele Brennan
Internal Flourish Events
All Student Paramedic now have permanent contracts – increase
retention and more beneficial for internal staff progressing
Access Course for internal staff members and BME applicants
Engagement events in the community
Production of a recruitment DVD for use across the UK
Recruitment Showcase open evening

Priorities for next year…

24

•

Additional development of the Access Course
More External Careers Events and Showcase Evenings
Focus on supporting current staff members to apply for and achieve promotions /
development i.e. interview skills workshops
Wider external promotion of job roles ‘Job role of the Month’
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•

You told us: (3.1)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

TV show very good. Excellent at increasing awareness
All well applying best practice
Another personal experience was positive
Recruitment has had big developments since 2010 with all HR
staff having the relevant qualifications. Very proactive
What levels are BME/gender in relation to the community?
Good appointed recruitment engagement officer
Personalised feedback is fantastic
Is board representative of the community?
Candidates are well informed. Jobs are available to all people from a wide range of
backgrounds.
Like the idea of an open evening. Candidates know what to expect before they apply
Dedicated team. Very good systems in place. Very good number of applications.
Weren’t aware of the wide range of careers available for people to apply for.
Permanent contract – real positive job security – valued
Volume of applicants, retention figures, engagement events – personal experience –
responses received. No vacancies, internal progression routes available.
Evidence of non-discriminatory recruitment – figures
Feedback therein all directions throughout the whole process
Number of staff employed in the Trust – Diversity increased and information, statistics,
impact of engagement, accessibility to all areas geographical
How/what is being done for mature applicants
All staff – does it include patients? Engagement with those in the service outside (e.g.
patients. Not heard from volunteers

You suggested: (3.1)

•
•
•
•
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•
•

More advertising Welfare to Work, etc.…
Good no gap in the workforce. Still an increase for BME
groups needed. Comparison of BME to compare increase?
More information on outcomes of cases to motivate staff
Can videos be shown to people about the types of jobs that
paramedics go to – realistic expectations
Continue engagement events
Future comparison of retention data – reasons for leaving
present(ed) as evidence
Presentation could have provided more information
Include patients on panels. Engagement from all areas e.g. mature patients.
Volunteers/community engagement from all areas
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3.2 The NHS is committed to equal pay for work of equal value and expects
employers to use equal pay audits to help fulfil their legal obligations

Equal Pay
Local Partnership Forum
•
•

Meet monthly
Supports local consultation

Regional Partnership Forum
•
•
•

Meet every 6 weeks
Formal consultation mechanisms
15 Trade Union Representatives

Executive Partnership Group
•
•

Staff side consultation review
Fully negotiated localised Terms and Conditions

NHS Job Evaluation Scheme
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National Scheme implemented in 2004.
Covers more than 1 million NHS staff.
Fully complies with anti-discrimination legislation.
National profiles to ensure equal pay for equal value.
Partnership working key principle
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NHS Job Evaluation Scheme Process
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Trained HR Professionals
Trained Matching / Evaluators
Factor Definitions and Levels
Weighting and Scoring
Job Evaluation Consistency Checking process
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•
•
•
•
•

You told us: (3.2)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Retention should be mentioned in correlation to equal pay
Valuation of what one does is very good
Practice being done brilliantly
Difficult to grade from presentation
Robust system – goes through regular checks
Achieving no industrial action
Rate of pay for the job – not dependent on gender, race, etc...
Good that men and women get paid the same amount
Fair system for pay for jobs – once evaluated applied to all post holders
I feel WMAS is doing better than other NHS areas
Fair process, non-subjective, clear channels, anti-discriminatory legislation
No claims against Trust of equal pay
Factors open & transparent to be considered
National policies – tight policies, etc.…

•

You suggested: (3.2)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Appreciation of constraints in budgets
Not sure what more would be needed
Engaging with parties all positive
Sharing best practice
Didn’t identify any areas for improvement
Process to speed up
Audits organisational

Continuous Professional Development Opportunities [CPD]
Communication with staff
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•
•
•
•

Virtual Learning Environment (VLE)
➢ E-learning Courses
➢ Information on clinical topics
➢ Links to external e-learning
WMAS CPD Events Calendar
Weekly CPD and Clinical Issues email
Trust Weekly Briefing
Bi-Monthly CPD Bulletin
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•

E- Learning

Trust CPD Events
•
•
•

Governed by a Quality Assurance (QA) process.
Open to all clinicians to produce their own sessions, as part of their own CPD.
Links to HCPC reflection on CPD activities.
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What the Trust provides is only a small part of CPD

You told us: (3.3)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

O.D. a lot of opportunities – once you are employed by the
Trust. There does seem to be lots of opportunities to
develop.
Surprised L&D is so small. Everything done well –
outsourcing?
What about development opportunities for progression of volunteers?
Comprehensive. Major investment in training. PDRs are essential, living document.
Amazing commitment to training. Looking at enhancing skills
More collaborative working – look at linking in Working with other services, e.g. military
Free training is excellent
Funding & time is excellent. BSC top up is really positive
Accessible as on-line
Good to support paramedics to be up to date with best practice. A job for life
Good to invest in staff
Use of exit interviews to get feedback on staff experience
Range of mandatory training and add on options
Help staff understand wider NHS context – how different organisations work together
Formal development plus informal, resources/tools extensive, positive for all, lots of
opportunities, funding, study leave panel, in house & external providers, availability
What is available to non-clinical staff?
How learning from incidents, etc.…put into development/training
A lot available but not clearly outlining who
Expectation to use own/org time – resources
Leadership – those future leaders
Struggling paramedics – are they monitored – useful to see

You suggested: (3.3)

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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•

Development of volunteer staff?
Information on number of staff who have taken up
opportunities would have helped the table
Sharing places with other organisations – working together
more
Look at electronically linking in
How much linking with Acutes for learning
CPD (Continued Professional Development) should be
mandatory for all staff, relevant to their role
Beyond HCPC – CPD audit should WMAS do this sample audit also
Incentivise take up beyond mandatory requirements
Data/analysis of information – fairly/equally
Useful to know what is being done to monitor struggling paramedics
Page

•
•

3.4 When at work, staff are free from abuse, harassment, bullying and
violence from any source
•
•
•

Dignity at Work Policy
Freedom to Speak Up (FTSU) Policy
FTSU Advocates across the Trust

Bullying & Harassment Behaviours
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Ignoring or excluding you
Giving you unachievable tasks or ’setting you up to fail’
Spreading malicious rumours or gossip
Giving you meaningless tasks or unpleasant jobs
Making belittling remarks
Undermining your integrity
Withholding information deliberately
Embarrassing you publicly
Undervaluing your contribution not giving credit where it is due

What is Harassment?
Harassment is “unwanted conduct related to a relevant protected characteristic, which has the
purpose or effect of violating an individual’s dignity or creating an intimidating, hostile, degrading,
humiliating or offensive environment for that individual”.
Source: Equality Act 2010
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Notice anything unusual about the
Parrot?
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Perception

Tackling Bullying & Harassment
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Dignity at Work Policy
Freedom to Speak Up (FTSU) Policy & Guardians
Staff Handbook
Code of Conduct
Mentoring
Mediation
Coaching
Formal Investigation
Training
Emotional support and counselling for both parties

If you walk past bullying and harassment and do nothing you condone it.
What we are doing internally?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Zero Tolerance Position Statement by CEO
Staff Advice and Liaison Service (SALS)
Access to formal counselling provision
Wide ranging ‘Take the Pledge’ campaign
Anti-bullying/discrimination posters/weekly brief articles
Extensive Bullying and Harassment section in Staff Handbook along
with Dignity and Respect
Mental health training and awareness
Dignity at Work Training for Managers
Bullying & Harassment training package
Working nationally on training plans

What are we doing externally?
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Installed cameras on all ambulances
Staff are trained in de-escalation skills
Staff are encouraged to report all incidents and have the full support of the Trust.
Where possible the Trust will push for offenders to be prosecuted
Public are made aware of assaults on staff
Trust has recently appealed to lenient a sentence with the Attorney General for a vicious
attack on two Paramedics
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Assaulted for doing your job

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Violence on the increase. Measures good but need to be more.
Difficult to get police response. Vehicles assaulted. Mediation.
Steps being taken are positive – should there be more of a zero
tolerance approach?
De-escalation skills to continue – lessons should be learnt –
playing things out in a scenario – group activities
Continue to promote zero tolerance
EOC training – more information should be shared
Ensure appropriate training
Doing a lot. Doing well.
Public need to understand the impact of someone off the road following an assault –
implications/pressures
If (staff) feel supported from the top down then this is a positive step
Good range of avenues to raise concerns about bullying and harassment
Expected there to be more cases of bullying and harassment
People need to have confidence to raise concerns, protect them against victimisation
Managers may need better training – may not be aware (that) their behavior is
unacceptable
Good to see steps taken. Reporting procedures – important.
CEO challenge – inspire confidence that the organisation cares
How do you gauge general feeling in organisation?
Internal – evidence of mechanisms to reduce conflict/assist support systems
EOC staff – how supported through abusive – distress – public/family
Relevance training for EOC staff? 6% (of) workforce assaulted
Increase when working out in the community
How impact What is the impact on BAME/protected employees
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You told us: (3.4)

You suggested: (3.4)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Staff body cams? Staff-proof vests? Increased police
attending at potentially violent incidents
Upskilling all operational staff to ensure they practice and
remember
Marketing – posters – partnership with NHS England
Awareness – missed appointments – due to our workers
being abused less (fewer) patients have been seen, etc.
Incidents reported versus resolved internally as bullying
More strict sentences for those being violent against staff
Education in schools more on purpose & how to be respectful to ambulance
Share data – protected characteristics/BAME
Presenting – Bullying? Under reporting
SALS – low level monitoring/support
Number of staff know about FTSU advocates/used?

3.5 Flexible work options are available to all staff, consistent with the needs
of the service and the way that people live their lives
•
•
•
•

Flexible working is the name given to any type of working pattern which is tailored to
support an employee’s needs and is an alternative to traditional set working hours.
Flexible work options are available to all staff, consistent with the needs of the service and
the way that people live their lives
Flexible work requests are considered on an individual basis taken into account the
business needs and consistency of application across the whole organisation.
Where requests can’t be agreed alternative options are explored and discussed.

Flexible Working Options
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Flexi time
Working reduced hours (part time)
Working from home
Annualised hours
Compressed Hours
Rostered Annual Leave Rosters
Term time working
Job Sharing
Flexible retirement
Career Breaks

Flexibility to meet family needs, personal obligations and life responsibilities.
Increased morale, engagement and commitment to the organisation.
Reduce absenteeism.
Increase ability to recruit staff.
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Flexible Working Benefits

•
•

Increase productivity.
Reduce turnover.

Statistical Underpinning
•
•
•
•
•
•

Increase in formal requests, already 45 processed since April 2017 (44 requests in 2015, 41
in 2014)
79 people working on an annualised hours agreement
726 people working part time hours (approx. 15% of workforce)
23 people have retired & returned to the Trust since Jan 2017
29 employees have secured career breaks in the last 2 years
Informal changes to rosters / patterns of work also take place at a local level regularly.

You told us: (3.5)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Works for the organisation
Annualised hours very good
Really good in terms of flexible hours, really fair approach
Working from home. Good amount of options available
How many are declined?
What is the sickness percentage for operational/non-operational
Lots of different options to support work/life balance
Sympathetic employer who understands what people are going through
Help with childcare, caring responsibilities
Staff will give back if they feel supported
Lots of options – good promotion of benefits
Stats evidence of flex options. Benefits far outweigh negative impact
Retention figures improved – why lose staff when don’t need it
Positive – great to be given a choice
Upward trend – still increasing
Compelling – Cannot see improvements made

You suggested: (3.5)
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•

Opportunities (for) new starters – particularly child care and
carers
Breakdown of flexible working – references back
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•

3.6 Staff report a positive experience of their membership of the workforce

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Open opportunities – voice opinion. Excellent opportunities.
Easy to access.
Survey monkey – quick and easy
CQC Outstanding effects everyone who works for the service
Awards are great – Chief Executive awards. Feel staff and
community awards is good.
All ideas matter campaign well received – enjoy that
feedback is given
Staff survey response is low
Like the 15 minute paid time for staff survey. If staff see that actions are being taken from
feedback from the survey they will be more likely to do (it) again in the future. 15 minutes
for staff surveys is a huge commitment
Good increase in uptake
There will always be some people who won’t want to participate
Changing (the) concept that because we’ve always done something one way, it’s the best
way
Lots on offer – general reflection of CQC rating outstanding
How do you maintain standards and not become complacent
Outward facing – share with other ambulance trusts
Talk about negatives as well – to learn from them
Be open about improvements
Compelling what (has been) done
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You told us: (3.6)

•
•
You
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Demonstrating outcomes; close the loop
Time taken to support completion

suggested: (3.6)
Provide more information about staff experience results
Widen those invited to awards
Staff survey – post out? Personal email address?
Survey for volunteers as well as staff
Would want to see data from the staff survey to consider
Promote staff survey to minority groups, e.g. BME group
Make accessible on phones to complete

Empowered, engaged & well supported staff Grading
results 2017
Grading

A representative
and supported
workforce

3.1

Fair NHS recruitment and selection
process lead to a more representative
workforce at all levels.

Excelling

3.2

The NHS is committed to equal pay for
work of equal value and expects
employers to use equal pay audits to
help fulfil their legal obligations.

Achieving

3.3

Training and development opportunities
are taken up and positively evaluated by
all staff.

Excelling

3.4

When at work, staff are free from abuse,
harassment, bullying and violence from
any source.

Achieving

3.5

Flexible work options are available to all
staff consistent with the needs of the
service and the way people lead their
lives.

Excelling

3.6

Staff report positive experiences of their
membership of the workforce.

Excelling
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Number Description of outcome
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Outcome 3

EDS OUTCOME 4: Inclusive Leadership at all levels
4.1
4.2
4.3

Boards and Senior Leaders routinely demonstrate their commitment to promoting
equality within and beyond their Organisation
Papers that come before the Board and other major committees identify equality
related impacts including risks and say how these risks are managed
Middle Managers and other Line Managers support their staff to work in culturally
competent ways within a work environment free from discrimination

Inclusive Leadership
Board & Senior leaders demonstrate their commitment to equality.
Board and Committee papers identify equality related impacts including risks and say how these
will be managed.
Managers support their staff to work within an environment free from discrimination.

•

Robust Trust committee structure
Diversity & Inclusion steering group chaired by the CEO
Regular reports to Quality Governance Committee progressed through to the Board of
Directors
Approved Policies and Procedures

•
•

Equality Impact Assessments (EIAs) undertaken
All Board Reports include diversity & inclusion considerations.

What actions have we taken?
•
•

Workforce Race Equality Standards (WRES) data and action plan approved by the Board.
Mandatory Workbook Training for all Staff & Managers
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•
•
•
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Trust Governance

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Zero tolerance statement from the Chief Executive
Bullying and Harassment Awareness Training delivered to all senior staff.
Dignity & Respect sessions held across the Region and delivered to all new starters on
corporate induction days.
Diversity and Inclusion Pledge taken by our staff.
Published Public Sector Equality Duty annual report
Regular reviews of all Diversity & Inclusion workforce data to promote transparency,
assurance and compliance.
Working with Universities to increase the diversity of Paramedics employed by the Trust.
Increased community engagement with colleges, job centres and community organisations
Dedicated community Recruitment Engagement Officer.
Proud LGBT Network supported by the Trust
New Black Minority Ethnicity Network [under development]
Volunteer Diversity & Inclusion Ambassadors
Freedom to Speak Up Volunteer Champions.
Designated Board Executive Director responsible for Diversity & Inclusion. Directors act as
Mentors
All Director & Senior Managers have specific equality objectives included in their
performance reviews annually.
Workforce Disability Equality Standard due to report by April 2018
Gender Pay Gap report due for publication by March 2018
Reports and data published in the public domain.
Every Hub has a designated Director [Hub Buddy] to ensure staff can speak openly and
directly to a Board member.
All Directors undertake 4 x “Day in the Life experiences each year.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Lots of positive involvement from senior management
Back to the floor – feedback from senior manager doing basic level role – ‘Living a day in
their shoes’
Could be reported/recorded by communication team. Very reassuring
‘Day in the life’ good initiative – needs to (be) targeted & helps to get a real feel of what’s
going on
Clinical mangers wearing uniform helps staff to relate
Lot of thought – embedded
Board support to Equality & Diversity. Always looking at what else we can do to do more.
How we engage those from BME backgrounds to apply to work with us.
Values from staff feedback
Figures – trends – movement in future would help
Clear(ly) important from CEO down
Directors – ‘Day in the Life’ – important key
On every agenda – committee – keep themes going through
What’s in place/initiatives - Structures & determination
Compassion runs right through the organisation – and that’s what makes it work
A lot going on – Executive Director acting as mentors
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You told us: (4.1 – 4.3)

•
•
•
•

Position statement from CEO
Papers presented to board screen - Equality & Diversity
Equality impact – Assessment – Trained – is prompt
All different layers – safety is built on – one size does not fit all

You suggested: (4.1 – 4.3)
•
•
•
•
•
•

Just to continue developing, but cannot sit back & stop
Revisit values to refresh/reaffirm
Does every staff group have a voice?
Education to BME communities about the wide range of career options available in the
Trust
Would have been useful to have a paramedic/controller to talk to
Maintain current structure

Inclusive Leadership at all levels Grading results 2017
Description of Outcome

Grading

Boards and Senior Leaders routinely
demonstrate their commitment to
promoting equality within and beyond
their organisation

Excelling

4.2

Papers that come before the Board
and other major committees identify
equality related impacts including risks
and say how these risks are managed

Excelling

4.3

Middle managers and other line
managers support their staff to work in
culturally competent ways within a
work environment free from
discrimination

Excelling

4.1
Inclusive
Leadership
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Number

Page

Outcome

1.Better Health
Outcomes

1.1

Services are commissioned, procured, designed and
delivered to meet the health needs of local
communities.

1.2

Individual people’s health needs are assessed and met
in appropriate and effective ways.

1.3

Transitions from one service to another, for people on
care pathways, are made smoothly with everyone wellinformed.
When people use the NHS services their safety is
prioritised and they are free from mistakes,
mistreatment and abuse.
Screening, vaccination and other health promotion
services reach and benefit all local communities.

1.4

1.5
2.Improved
patient access &
experience

3.Representative
& supported
workforce

4.Inclusive
Leadership

2.1

People, carers and communities can readily access
hospital, community health or primary care services
and should not be denied access on unreasonable
grounds

2.2

People are informed and supported to be as involved
as they wish to be in decisions about their care.

2.3

People report positive experiences of the NHS

2.4

People complaints about services are handled
respectively and efficiently.

3.1

Fair NHS recruitment and selection process lead to a
more representative workforce at all levels.

3.2

The NHS is committed to equal pay for work of equal
value and expects employers to use equal pay audits
to help fulfil their legal obligations.

3.3

Training and development opportunities are taken up
and positively evaluated by all staff.

3.4

When at work, staff are free from abuse, harassment,
bullying and violence from any source

3.5

Flexible work options are available to all staff
consistent with the needs of the service and the way
people lead their lives.

3.6

Staff report positive experiences of their membership
of the workforce.

4.1

Boards and Senior Leaders routinely demonstrate their
commitment to promoting equality within and beyond
their organisation

4.2

Papers that come before the Board and other major
committees identify equality related impacts including
risks and say how these risks are managed

4.3

Middle managers and other line managers support
their staff to work in culturally competent ways within a
work environment free from discrimination

Grading
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Number Description of Outcome

Page

Outcome

Conclusion
This year has been very successful for West Midlands Ambulance Service receiving the
Ambulance Trust of the year award for 2017.

Although the Trust has received numerous awards over the last twelve months we will not become
complacent and always try and provide the best care for our patients and staff. The EDS2 event
allows the Trust to have open discussions with staff and communities around the eighteen EDS2
outcomes and helps develop and action plan based on the feedback given.
In 2015-2016 across the eighteen outcomes the Trust received the following gradings;
3 outcomes were Developing

15 outcomes were Achieving

The three outcomes that were developing in 2016 were as follows:

3.1

Fair NHS recruitment and selection
process lead to a more representative
workforce at all levels.

3.3

Training and development
opportunities are taken up and
positively evaluated by all staff.

4.3

Middle managers and other line
managers support their staff to work in
culturally competent ways within a
work environment free from
discrimination

Grading
2016

Grading
2017
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Description of Outcome

Page

Outcome
Number

The Trust listened to the feedback from the 2016 event and this year the results from the gradings
of the 18 outcomes are as follows:
10 outcomes were Achieving
1 outcome tied Achieving & Excelling

7 outcomes Excelling

Page
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Based on the suggestions put forward from the eighteen outcomes the following have become the
corner stone for an action plan for 2018 to take the service forward and subject to consultation and
approval. This action plan can be found on the following page of this report (Page 45)

EDS 2 Action Plan 2018

1

1

1

2

2

3

The Trust is currently looking to
develop our own booklet to issue to
the public re when to use the 999
service appropriately and about their
own health and how to take
ownership for staying healthy.
The Trust is looking to develop a
patient experience group. The Trust
currently does invite patients to
come and talk to the Board of
Directors about their experiences so
that we may learn.
Although the Trust has a high
following on social media through a
variety of portals it doesn’t
necessarily follow that this would be
a chosen area of communication for
the older population. As our
population of older people increases
other methods of communication will
need to be addressed.
Marketing materials are required to
highlight prevention and specific
illnesses.
This is something the Trust will look
into under the MECC [Making Every
Contact Count]
The Trust will look to provide
preventative information sessions
with local communities and increase
community engagement? To
incorporate open days with WMAS
for patients and communities.
Develop partnerships with local
community groups and other
agencies
Education and recruitment through
schools and open days at the Trust.
This will enable applicants to
understand better the role before
they apply.

By Whom

Timeline

Health & Wellbeing
Team

Deputy CEO

Press Office

Health & Wellbeing
Team

Head of Diversity &
Inclusion

Head of Diversity &
Inclusion
Recruitment Team
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1

Action

Page

Outcome
Number

EDS 2 Staff Event 2017 Grading and Feedback
Description of Outcome

Grading

3.1

Fair NHS recruitment and selection
process lead to a more representative
workforce at all levels

3.2

The NHS is committed to equal pay for
work of equal value and expects
employers to use equal pay audits to
help fulfil their legal obligations

3.3

Training and development opportunities
are taken up and positively evaluated
by all staff

Result: Developing

3.4

When at work staff are free from abuse,
harassment, bullying and violence from
any source

Result: Developing

3.5

Flexible work options are available to all
staff consistent with the needs of the
service and the way people lead their
lives
Staff report positive experiences of their
membership of the workforce

Result: Achieving

3.6

Result: Achieving

Result: Achieving

Result: Achieving
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A
representative
and
supported
workforce

Number

Page

Outcome

Outcome
A
representative
and
supported
workforce

Number
3.1

Description of Outcome
Fair NHS recruitment and selection
process lead to a more representative
workforce at all levels

Grading
Result: Achieving

You told us: (3.1)

•
•
•

47

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Good amount of info
Need more feedback – internal process
Senior managers/supervisors – will be good to give them further knowledge of the process (great thing) – will
help managers plan
Good feedback via NHS Jobs – positive
Professional. Change in assessments to help others – PTS, etc.…
Change all interview questions for all posts – speak to management team to arrange
Impartiality – evidence
University – more representative – intake
Coventry/Wolverhampton – more BME
Focus on where people live
Good practice
Access courses to support
Vacancies aren’t there
All well – paving the way forward (for) fair recruitment
Support for staff with learning needs, i.e. dyslexia
Jobs available for all – achievable for all ages
Engagement Officer – supporting BME candidates to be representative of workforce
Access course good idea and developing
Social media & behind scenes: How (to) keep service running, know more about role, reality of role, variety –
more representative of role
Recruitment website (is) focused on (the) front line
Highlighting best practice
Addressed areas to improve – unconscious bias, VB
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Actions you suggested (3.1)
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Satellite training – delivery from universities in Birmingham
Identify obstacles for not applying
All interview questions to be changed
Senior managers to be involved to understand timescales
Link in with universities for dyslexia support
Panels more diverse
More adverts for other roles
Encouragement for older candidates to apply
Promotion of access course
Website to include other roles
Improve recruitment of apprentices
Link into school leavers
Social Media – non ops roles
Regular snapshot of what’s going on in recruitment
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•
•
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•
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Outcome
A
representative
and
supported
workforce

Number
3.2

Description of Outcome

Grading

The NHS is committed to equal pay for
work of equal value and expects
employers to use equal pay audits to
help fulfil their legal obligations

Result: Achieving

You told us: (3.2)

49

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Disparity – CTM/Paramedics – nothing over and above
Band 6 for extra duties
Open and transparent discussion
Job evaluation – quite robust
Processes followed – work with staff reps
National process for NQP – bands 5 or 6
National recognized holidays and national standards
Qualitative way to band role
Staff inside – support and challenge
AFA role – not the job applied for – more responsibilities – Band 2?
Job evaluation in line with NHS frameworks
National profiles for jobs – equal and the same as other trusts
Open and transparency – TU and Management
Good process for individual jobs that don’t fit a criteria
Needs to be highlighted more to the staff what the process is so there isn’t as much confusion – so they know
the robust process that it includes. Part of mandatory training?
Know how to question/request it
Done correctly it’s a fair process
Male and female equality in pay? Director level pay?
Living wage - 1 and 2 bands – to match national minimum wage
Do follow fair NHS process – system
Harmonised T&Cs from previous merger Trusts
Unique/central roles need more support
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•

Actions you suggested (3.2)
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Include info on process in mandatory training
Explain terminology, i.e. LPF
Additional support with job analysis training
Training session on JE awareness for managers
NQP programme – further support needed for completing portfolio
Presentation to be altered, not everyone understood
Work to be done on developing roles versus acting up – salary? benefits?
Cascading of info to staff from meetings
Feeling that JD is manipulated to meet salary requirements
Feeling decisions made before discussion, i.e. redundancies
Bonus payments when at top of the band
More JEs to see if pay rises needed
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•
•
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•

Outcome
A
representative
and
supported
workforce

Number
3.3

Description of Outcome

Grading

Training and development opportunities
are taken up and positively evaluated
by all staff

Result: Developing

You told us: (3.3)

51

Audit process – positive action that things raised in PDR followed up
E-NAV is a great tool – access to a lot of services
Engaging leaders
Appropriate amount of opportunities
Flourish days good – need more publicity
Not just qualification based – transferrable skills
No evidence of evaluation of programmes
Career pathways – more information needed
Statistics needed – evidence
Depends on the manager – Do they allow staff to do it in protected time?
Protected time for ops staff – PDRs, etc.…not just quick 5 minute conversation
Link OD/management team to update them on what’s available rather than just weekly briefing/E-NAV
More promotion of info
Flourish event? Just for ops? Is there any at MP, etc.…
Training needs to be separated from development for this point
Some staff losing skills due to reduction of roles – such as Community Paramedic
Huge opportunity to develop wider Trust
Push course out and make aware
Developing course that cannot be utilized by individuals in (the) Trust
University learning
Elements (are) good, just need to build upon them
Acknowledge team had been halved; commissioning
PDRs done yearly
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•

Actions you suggested (3.3)
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Evidence of evaluation of training and development opportunities
PDR – measure into process
Feedback on placement, i.e. graduate paramedics
Inconsistent take-up
Lack of information for backup plan
Service demands prevents time for development
PDRs – protected time
FTSU – what was selection process? Needs development
Increase communication – opportunities, role changes, clinical development
Employee development passport
Technicians – more availability for them
Communication – what is available?
Training and development rep for each area, signposting, etc.…
Protected time for CTMs and staff
More availability and focus on non-ops, central and support staff
Flourish events to be better publicised
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Outcome
A
representative
and
supported
workforce

Number
3.4

Description of Outcome

Grading

When at work staff are free from abuse,
harassment, bullying and violence from
any source

Result: Developing

You told us: (3.4)
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Eighty percent of workforce operational – exposed to patient facing
Awareness of expected standards
Code of Conduct. Formal channels
FTSU advocates
TV programme promoting
Policies in place – training for managers
FTSU = avenue for raising concerns – channels there
Unfortunately culture amongst staff around “snitching”
Support from managers to change crewmate if there is a reason
Trust have things in place.
Structured & support
FTSU – know who rep is and how to access – well publicised
Size of hub, not seeing people on a regular basis may impact on feelings of individual
Non-uniformed; who is in trouble?
External violence
Pressure/bullying from senior managers to hit targets, e.g. flu jab target last year
FTSU – really good – good links for staff
Staff more aware of pathways
No quiet room for Tollgate – there is for EOC & Ops but not for anyone else
Banter to help go through the day but need to have down time
Good policies and procedures. Quick action.
Abuse from patients taken as ‘Part of the job’
A lot not reported – other than EPRF – so not complained of - 54 form
Given a job rather than time to complete a 54 form
Patients frustrated with health system targeting staff
Not free from bullying and harassment
‘Pressure Pot’ environment. Undocumented bullying and harassment
FTSU not trusted
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Actions you suggested (3.4)
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Buddy system for all staff
Publicise all role…’Day in the Life’
Not all is negative
EOC & Ops – more partnership working
More info on outcomes
Promote informal processes
Quiet room at all bases
Should be a priority
WMAS 54 available on EPR
‘Preachers’ are becoming’ perpetrators – this needs addressing
People under pressure – be mindful of attitude
Policies are ‘lip service’
FTSU – governance around it and issues
Too target driven
Build manager’s confidence
Encouragement to raise concerns
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Outcome
A
representative
and
supported
workforce

Number
3.5

Description of Outcome

Grading

Flexible work options are available to all
staff consistent with the needs of
service and the way people lead their
lives

Result: Achieving

You told us: (3.5)
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Large part flexible working looked at & working – easier for non-operational – remote working – increasing
demand
Options available
Sectors with OM’s available/accessible all the time – new
Not all requests will be granted – core service – balance request/versus Organisational needs
Aging workforce – health days – drop in clinics
NHS wider use of resources/partnership
Annualised hours option not widely advertised
Support not there to discuss options in some cases
Process is great
Opportunities are there
Lots of offers for flexible hours
Flexible requests considered fairly and in-line with business service needs
Flexible working options – relief rosters, shift swapping
Sometimes only hear negative stories & not positive ones
Managers need to know the process, i.e. what needs to be done when people return –OH – cover breaks,
etc.…
Knowing there is a secondary person you can approach other than manager
Lots of options for new moms, etc.…
Need to know what’s available – each member of staff
Lots of things available – good thing
Policy/agreements
Statistics to evidence
Standardise/ensure consistency
Informal flexibility – good
Operating informality
Ensure at recruitment processes clearly explained – requirements of role
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Actions you suggested (3.5)
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Promotion of options
Link with OD, aging workforce
Partnership with wider NHS – other roles
Option for informal discussion with HR
More effective planning
Meetings/workshops on flexible working
Inconsistency of information
Not available for everyone
Focus on what suits managers
Not recording informal arrangements – need to change
Understanding terminology
Easier access to info
Better feedback from managers regarding reasons for rejection
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Outcome
A
representative
and
supported
workforce

Number
3.6

Description of Outcome

Grading

Staff report positive experiences of their
membership of the workforce

Result: Achieving

You told us: (3.6)
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Plenty of opportunities for being open to share experience
Staff more incline to look after each other
Team ethics – support from team and peers
On the whole everyone is positive
People being with the Trust a long time
Shift working makes it difficult, e.g. want to go home at the end of shift
Accessible/use of available time
We are doing things; cultural
Staff to participate & do so, well; not a full reflection
Never heard of ‘AIM’ (All Ideas Matter)
Good thing staff survey now goes to everyone
Better links to ‘Friends & Family Test’ – not sure how to access
Really good – BME & Pride advertising
Positive public perception
Lots of avenues for feedback
Long career – evidence people want to work for the Trust – leave & return
Evidence/stats report positive experience (staff survey)
Feedback continuous not just staff survey
HWB booklet – mental health training
Perception of bullying & harassment
Nature of business controlled
Lots of initiatives. Positive experiences. BBC programme shows that staff are supported – staff are proud to
work for the Trust
CQC Outstanding – staff proud
Staff coming from other Trusts tell us that we are a good Trust to work for
Events such as OD Awards not fully supported by managers
Number of positive results – Number 1 Ambulance Service
Variety of surveys/channels to allow staff to feedback
More work in communities to showcase WMAS
CQC result
Protected ’15 minutes’ to complete staff survey – positive
Acknowledging negative aspects and putting in place actions to tackle this
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Actions you suggested (3.6)
Share feedback
Encourage more participation
Texting as a prompt – sharing info
Better promotion – not heart of all these things
What are higher scoring Trusts doing differently?
Really good news stories
More promotional material for communities
WMAS App
Too many initiatives – make less & promote more
Passive workforce – scared, worried to bring forward news – need to develop
Day in the Life
Appreciate other’s roles
Talk to Us Feedback form from Staff EDS2 Day
Excellent

Satisfactory

Poor

Quality of
discussion &
dialogue

5

Satisfaction
with event

4

1

0

Satisfaction
with venue

4

1

0

0

Talk to Us Staff Feedback
1

2

Quality of discussion & dialogue

3

4

5

5

Satisfaction with event

4

1

Satisfaction with venue

4

1

Excellent

6

Satisfactory
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0
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EDS2 Community Event 2017 Feedback
Suggestion: food labels for people who have allergies or are
vegetarian
Comment: Room was cold and had no natural light. Food was good.
Coffee was good.
Suggestion: Further representatives from other trusts or other areas
of the NHS and their perspective/impact on WMAS
Comment: Thanks to all presenters and facilitators. Perhaps just a
little too long as many people didn't last the course! But, what a great
organisation - plenty that other employers in all sorts of areas could
usefully learn from
Comment: Carla was an excellent facilitator
Comment: Handouts were very helpful - thank you
Comment: Adequate time was allocated to discuss. Louise was a
brilliant facilitator.
Suggestion: Some additional data to support evidence would be
helpful e.g. staff experience, audits, complaints resolution achieved as
a percentage.
Comment: Excellent event. Thank you for the hospitality and the
opportunity to be part of EDS2 scoring process.
Comment: Very informative
Comment: Need more transparency
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Comment: All the presenters were excellent. Total surprised of how
much work goes into the ambulance service. Really good day.
Would recommend it to my colleagues.

